Statement of Values for Student Academic Integrity at UMBC
In February 2001, the Faculty Senate affirmed the importance of our values and practices by adopting the
Statement of Values for Student Academic Integrity that is placed on most course syllabi:
Academic integrity is an important value at UMBC. By enrolling in this course, each student assumes the
responsibilities of an active participant in UMBC’s scholarly community in which everyone’s academic work
and behavior are held to the highest standards of honesty. Cheating, fabrication, plagiarism, and helping
others to commit these acts are all forms of academic dishonesty, and they are wrong. Academic
misconduct could result in disciplinary action that may include, but is not limited to, suspension or
dismissal.
The purposes of higher education are the learning students and faculty undertake, the knowledge and
thinking skills developed, and the enhancement of personal qualities that enable students to be strong
contributing members of society. In a competitive world, it is essential that all members of the UMBC
community uphold a standard that places integrity of each student’s honestly earned achievements
above higher grades or easier work dishonestly sought.
All members of the UMBC community are expected to make a commitment to academic honesty in their
own actions and with others. Academic misconduct can result in disciplinary action that may include
suspension or dismissal. The following are examples of academic misconduct that are not tolerated at
UMBC:
•

Cheating: Using or attempting to use unauthorized material, information, study aids, or
another person’s work in any academic exercise.

•

Fabrication: Falsification or invention of any information or citation in an academic
exercise.

•

Facilitating academic misconduct: Helping or attempting to help another student
commit an act of academic misconduct.

•

Plagiarism: Knowingly, or by carelessness or negligence, representing as one's own, in
any academic exercise, the intellectual or creative work of someone else.

•

Dishonesty: Lack of truthfulness or sincerity when interacting with the faculty member
regarding an academic exercise

To this end, UMBC undergraduate students also adopted the following Undergraduate Honor Statement
as it describes the high standards to which everyone in the community will be held:
I hereby assume the responsibilities of an engaged member in a scholarly and civic community in which
academic work and behavior are held to the highest standards of honesty. It is my active participation that
affirms these principles and gives them true meaning as well as value in my education. I realize that by
committing acts of dishonesty I hurt myself and place an indelible mark on the reputation of UMBC.
Therefore, I will not cheat, fabricate materials, plagiarize, or help another to undertake such acts of
academic dishonesty, nor will I protect those who engage in acts of academic dishonesty.
For more information on the topic of Academic Integrity, visit: http://oue.umbc.edu/ai/

